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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

This report has been prepared for the Township of Tudor and Cashel (Tudor & Cashel), as their Energy 

Conservation and Demand Management Plan (CDM) as per obligations from Ontario Regulation (O.Reg.) 

507/18, under the Electricity Act, and is the second iteration of this plan for Tudor & Cashel. 

Originally, the regulation for CDMs came under the Green Energy Act, 2009, as O.Reg. 397/11.  On 

January 1, 2019, the Green Energy Act was repealed, and the regulation which requires CDMs, was moved 

to O.Reg. 507/18, under the Electricity Act with no substantial changes.  This regulation requires 

municipalities and other identified sectors, to report to the Ontario Ministry of Energy, Northern 

Development and Mines (MOENDM) the energy usage and greenhouse gas emissions (E&GHG) of their 

facilities and provide an updated CDM by July 1, 2019. 

The updated CDM expands on the initial one prepared in 2014, and involves a progress review and 

summary of projects undertaken, as well as planning for the next five years with the following general 

requirements: 

• a review of all facilities which the regulation applies to; 

• a review of the original CDM, pursuant actions, and other related projects; 

• summarizing and analyzing annual trends of energy usage as reported under the regulation; 

• identification of opportunities for energy improvement measures and projects; 

• forecasting what the expected results will be based on the proposed measures for 5 years; and, 

• detailed descriptions of all renewable energy and heat pump technology systems in place. 

Highland Technical has been retained by Tudor & Cashel to complete the updated CDM, it is the intention 

for this report to go beyond the reporting requirement, and be a useful tool supporting energy management 

objectives of facilities within the asset management framework of Tudor & Cashel.  This report fits within 

the framework of asset management, and commitments by Tudor & Cashel to operate in an environmentally 

responsible manner, where the focus of this study is energy utilized and associated greenhouse gas 

emissions, it supports physical condition reviews of facilities, and planning for green building systems and 

materials. 

The facilities which Tudor & Cashel owns, to which the regulation applies, are listed below shown in the 

key plan map, Figure 1: 

Administrative Offices – Municipal Office 

Public Works Facilities – Weslemkoon Roads Garage, and Millbridge Roads Garage 
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Figure 1- Tudor & Cashel Township Facilities Key Plan 

1.2 Methodology 

A summary of the approach to complete and outline this report is to complete a: 

• Summary review of the previous 5-year plan, and its recommendations, identifying what has been 

done and remaining opportunities from that plan; 

• Prepare a per facility summary, showing actions taken, opportunities identified, trends of energy 

usage, and comparison to other facilities; 

• Review of technologies identified by the regulation, and how they may be incorporated into the 

municipality; and, 

• Develop a recommended 5-year action plan. 

Condition of building systems and assemblies and any costing, where indicated, is a based on a high-level 

visual review, and is not intended to convey a detailed engineering review or estimate.  Conditions reviewed 

and costs suggested are indicated for scale and relative significance, to support decision-making for further 

studies and developing project and a specific scope of work for them. 

1.2.1 Structure of Report 

The best approach to energy management is to review every building on a case-by-case basis, and 

understand how each building uses energy, and where it may have energy loss.  As such, the key 

presentation of this report is the Facility Summary.  They key values tracked by the annual energy and 

greenhouse gas reporting are energy intensity (ekWh/ft2) and total greenhouse gas emissions (kg GHG). 

The energy intensity unit, ekWh/ft2, is expressed as “equivalent kilowatt-hours per square foot”, where a 

factor is applied to each fuel source to convert to equivalent kilowatt-hours and divided by the area to 

develop the energy intensity value.  The greenhouse gas emissions, kg GHG, is kilograms of greenhouse 

gases emitted to the atmosphere.  This figure is similarly produced based on the fuel used applied to the 
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amount.  Both values are generated annually by Tudor & Cashel for each of their facilities under their regular 

consumption reporting. 

The summary of the total tracking to date is presented graphically, and again for each category of building 

occupancy type listed in the prescribed form.  Each building has a section under the facility type, and 

information about the building and discussion of its energy strategy is presented, under the following 

headings: 

• Building Envelope – Nature of the building’s construction, and discussion of thermal performance 

of the building materials and wall assemblies 

• Building Systems – Summary of the electrical, lighting, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning 

(HVAC), and plumbing systems in the building 

• Opportunities and Discussion – Discussion about strategies for this facility to improve its energy 

performance and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

This report is based on review of the facilities owned by Tudor & Cashel.  Priority facilities with respect to 

total energy usage, operating cost, and greenhouse gas emissions are identified.  Potential projects 

identified by this report are reviewed at a high level to support decision making for further action and/or 

studies to develop a specific project and scope of work, within the planning framework of the next 5 years.  

Any costing indicated is conceptual, meant to indicate scale of the measure considered, specific quotations 

for a specific scope of work would be required before commencing any work. 
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2 Facility Summary  

2.1 Energy Intensity and Greenhouse Gas Summary 

With a baseline history of data going back to 2011, Tudor & Cashel can now review its energy performance 

trends for the first time.  The summary of facility energy intensity for Tudor & Cashel is shown in Chart 1.  

Zeros are indicated were buildings did not previously exist or closed.  The overall range of building use 

intensities can be seen, averaging around 16 ekWh/ft2, and a maximum of 29 ekWh/ft2 at Weslemkoon 

Garage in 2012, not counting the Street Light no long in service. 

 

Chart 1 - Facility Energy Intensity Summary 

The summary of facility greenhouse gas emissions for Tudor & Cashel is shown in Chart 2.  This chart 

reflects the total energy of the buildings, with non-greenhouse gas energy sources factored out, averaging 

14,584 kg of greenhouse gas per building, and a maximum of 36,703 kg from Weslemkoon Garage in 2012. 

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Millbridge Roads Garage 2.94 17.03 14.47 14.28 6.60 5.13 7.08

Municipal Office & Community

Centre
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Chart 2 - Facility Greenhouse Gas Emissions Summary 

The variability of results from year to year between buildings are based on a variety of factors, including but 

not limited to annual weather patterns, outside temperature, solar and wind exposure, type of heating 

system, quality of building envelope, nature of occupancy, and measures taken. 

2.2 Administrative Office and Related Facilities 

Tudor & Cashel’s administrative office facilities are, the Township Office, the Registry Office, and the 

Tourism Centre.  The respective charts of their energy intensity and greenhouse gas emissions are shown 

in Chart 3 and 4 below. 

The Township office and Registry office show similar trends, and the Tourism center has had inconsistent 

usage, leading to its sale.  Both are performing better after the upgrade to propane from oil, mostly due to 

new efficient burners. 

2.2.1 Municipal Office 

Located at 371 Weslemkoon Lake Road, Gilmour, ON, the Municipal Office is the seat of Tudor & Cashel.  

The office houses council chambers, administrative staff, community center and kitchen, library, and nurse 

practitioner, and is roughly 5,575 sq. ft in gross area on a single floor. 

Building Envelope 

The Office has been renovated and added on several times over its history and has a resulting mixed wall 

and roof system, having formally been a school.  The main core, in the municipal offices, which used to be 

the school is made from brick and mortar, is over a block foundation with a basement, which houses the 

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Millbridge Roads Garage 508.73 7318.87 6311.48 5966.18 2743.13 2064.13 2883.74

Municipal Office & Community

Centre
24544.62 20206.70 20555.91 20356.28 14554.99 18596.06 17897.36

Weslemkoon Roads Garage 33844.05 36702.94 6311.48 33237.58 4350.35 16945.25 10375.36
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main furnace.  The community hall and adjacent spaces were added on after, additions and renovations 

have come at various decades in the past, with conventional framing construction, a portion of the space is 

over a crawlspace which is not fully finished.  The exterior has been finished uniformly with steel siding and 

roof.  The building also has modern windows and doors. 

 

Figure 2 - Municipal Office, Gilmour 

Building Systems 

The Township office is heated through 2 high efficiency propane-fired air handing units in the basement, 

which have recently been replaced from oil-fire units.  All HVAC systems operate with a programmable 

thermostat.  The water for the building is provided from a well on-site, and treated with a filter, UV, and 

water softener, and includes a 40-Gal domestic hot water tank, as well as wastewater is handled through 

an on-site septic.  The facility has a 200A, 240V, single phase electrical service, providing general and 

building equipment, a community kitchen, and general lighting.  Lighting is T12 in the basement and 

community centre areas, and T8 in the municipal office, which is used far more intensely.  Exterior lighting 

is HPS and incandescent. 

Opportunities and Discussion 

The Municipal office has shown a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions since 2011, but energy intensity 

has remained relatively flat.  Several equipment lifecycle replacements have contributed to this, including 

switching from fuel-oil, and the lighting upgrades discussed above.  This one of the most highly used 

buildings by the Township, so a high energy intensity is anticipated, which make it a good candidate for a 

detailed energy audit, including a review of the crawlspace for optimal operation and air quality is 

recommended.  As well it is recommended to continue energy efficiency upgrades (lighting, hot water, etc.), 

and general maintenance of the envelope.  Moving from propane forced air to heat pump and variable 

refrigerant flow (VRF) would be the next significant energy intensity and GHG reduction measure, to be 

considered at the lifecycle replacement term of the existing propane systems. 

2.3 Vehicle Storage and Repairs Facilities 

Tudor & Cashel’s vehicle storage and repairs facilities are Weslemkoon and Millbridge Roads Garages.  
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2.3.1 Weslemkoon Roads Garage 

Located at 593B Weslemkoon Lake Rd, Gilmour, ON, this is the primary public works building for Tudor & 

Cashel.  The main fleet of vehicles, while sometimes stored in the other works yard, return here for regular 

service and repairs.  There is a small staff room on the side of the building for lunch and quick meetings.  

The garage roughly 5,275 sq. ft in gross floor area. 

Building Envelope 

The garage is a CMU block building, with exterior steel siding over a layer of insulation board.  The bay 

doors appear new and in good condition, with a single sloping steel roof.  Windows and doors are in 

acceptable condition. 

 

Figure 3 – Weslemkoon Roads Garage, Gilmour 

Building Systems 

The main bays are heated through propane-fired overhead unit heaters, with supplemental baseboard 

heaters, with single point thermostats.  The water for the building is provided from a well on-site and includes 

a small 20-Gal hot water tank.  All drains lead to a passive on-site septic system.  The facility has a 200A, 

240V electrical service, providing general equipment, a staff fridge, and general lighting.  Lighting is 

primarily T8 fluorescent throughout, and LED exterior lighting. 

Opportunities and Discussion 

The Weslemkoon garage has shown a variable energy intensity and greenhouse gas emissions record 

since 2011.  Variability from year-to-year can be a result of several factors, including use and schedules, 

as well as upgrading equipment to propane from oil.  While light fixtures have been replaced, the primary 

factor of energy intensity and GHG is heating systems.  Analyzing the envelope may develop a project, 

removing and replacing siding and roofing, and adding additional insulation layers may improve 

performance, depending on bay door operating schedules.  Radiant overhead heat in a busy garage is a 

good heating solution, there are equivalent electrical radiant garage heaters and heat pump solutions, 

however, typically require a large electrical service for a space like a works garage.  Less frequently opened 

garages, couple of times per day per bay, are more well served with unit heaters.  Unit heaters can be 
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propane, electric, or heat pump driven.  It is recommended to continue energy efficiency upgrades (lighting, 

hot water, etc.), and general maintenance of the envelope.  Moving from propane to heat pump and electric 

would be the next significant energy intensity and GHG reduction measure, to be considered at the lifecycle 

replacement term of the existing propane systems. 

2.3.2 Millbridge Roads Garage 

Located at 8386 Old Hastings Road, Millbridge, ON, this is the public works building for the southern portion 

of the township.  This Yard is primarily is a snowplow and heavy equipment dispatch and materials storage.  

The garage roughly 1,765 sq. ft in gross floor area. 

Building Envelope 

The garage is a poured concrete walls, with conventional framing construction up to the roof level, with 

exterior steel siding and roof.  Doors appear in good condition. 

 

Figure 4 – Millbridge Roads Garage, Millbridge 

Building Systems 

The building has an oil-fired overhead unit heater in the main garage space.  There is no water service to 

this building.  Lighting is primarily T12, and exterior HPS light. 

Opportunities and Discussion 

The Millbridge garage 2 has shown a relatively flat energy intensity and greenhouse gas emissions record 

since 2011 and is consistently least for both.  The low intensity and GHG of this facility are primarily 

attributed to low use, and thermostats set cool in the winter, without plumbing.  Unit heaters can be propane, 

electric, or heat pump driven.  It is recommended to continue energy efficiency upgrades (lighting, hot water, 

etc.), and general maintenance of the envelope.  Moving from propane to heat pump and electric would be 

the next significant energy intensity and GHG reduction measure, to be considered at the lifecycle 

replacement term of the existing oil system. 
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3 Discussion and Plan 

Over the past 5 years use of Tudor & Cashel’s facilities has remained overall unchanged, and the same 

facilities, will remain used for the next 5 years with a similar occupancy.  Any new capital projects 

undertaken will be added into the annual database and considered in future plans.  Renovation and retrofit 

projects to existing facilities will consider the results of asset management, condition assessments, and 

energy objectives outlined per building in Section 2. 

Energy Conservation and Demand Management Plans have two primary objectives – optimizing facility 

energy intensity, and reduction of total greenhouse gas emissions.  While taking energy management 

measures in facilities will reduce total energy consumed, those measures may not have a financial rate of 

return, but many do.  Financial rate of return of energy measures is not a priority in the applicable regulation, 

however, achieving a high-performance standard is, especially with respect to greenhouse gas 

consumption, and energy intensity. 

Pursuing energy measures with short-term payback may appear to have an immediate value returned on 

the dollar spent, the significance of those measures in the total energy framework of Tudor & Cashel may 

be small.  Examples of these sort of short rate of return projects include lighting fixture upgrades, lighting 

control systems, programmable thermostat’s, and training staff on optimal operations and methods of 

energy use in building occupancy.  These measures are encouraged to be continued, as they have been, 

however, their true significance to the energy profile of facilities is limited.  To truly “take a bite out of crime”, 

Tudor & Cashel will need to consider more substantial capital projects, with a mandate to keep total energy 

performance of buildings a priority.  Typically, energy measures with a short payback have the most 

significant impact in buildings which have addressed more significant maintenance and modernization 

challenges. 

Regarding Greenhouse Gas Emissions, the most significant emissions source is on-site combustion.  In 

most facilities the fuel source is propane, however wood and oil are also common, and are continuing to be 

replaced by Tudor & Cashel.  There is a GHG factor associated with electrical energy, but with Ontario’s 

diverse electrical sources, including nuclear and hydroelectricity which do not generate GHGs, it is 

significantly lower than any on-site combustion.  Modern electrical HVAC systems, with heat pump 

technology, provide the best combination of low energy intensity and greenhouse gas emissions.  The 

primary consideration is that the building becomes entirely dependent on the electricity supply, and systems 

require substantial amperage which implicates standby generator requirements. 

3.1 The Next 5 Years 

Tudor & Cashel is committed to continue monitoring and reporting its facilities energy intensity and 

greenhouse gas emissions and making the data publicly available.  Further, to continue data trending and 

considering projects which will reduce the buildings total energy use, which often also means operating 

costs, and reduce greenhouse gas emissions by moving to cleaner fuels at every opportunity.  Utilizing the 

best of current technologies and preventative maintenance, to keep existing buildings performing their best 

well into the future, and minimizing pollution at the same time, is the objective of the Energy Conservation 

and Demand Management Plan. 

Tudor & Cashel will develop a specific work plan for each building to achieve the objectives set out in this 

planning document.  In many cases detailed cost-benefit and engineering modelling calculations are the 

recommended next step for larger objectives.  A set of more straightforward work remains which can be 

completed in the meantime, as schedules, budgets, and lifecycle replacements come about – such as 

replacing large unused hot water tanks with small SpaceSaver or Point-of-Use heaters.  Work plans will 

develop based on the total asset management framework, including development plans for these and new 

or purchased facilities, and available budgets.  For facilities that Tudor & Cashel would like to particularly 
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focus on, or have a larger budget, completion of a complete formal Energy Audit of the facility will provide 

detailed information on how buildings use energy, performance of building assemblies, and cost-benefit 

analysis of available options, for example at the Municipal Office. 

The following sections outline the overall approach recommended for planning considerations when 

developing any retrofit, renovation, or replacement work, for a holistic energy management approach.  This 

approach can be summarized by first approaching the building envelope, to ensure it is tight and well 

insulated, then to control ventilation (exhaust and fresh air) and indoor air quality, then with controlled 

ventilation heating and cooling can be well controlled, then the balance of building systems, such as lighting 

and domestic hot water. 

This approach is based on prioritizing the highest energy consuming factors in most buildings, and of 

importance to the overall building health.  In Canada, heating is by far the single largest overall energy 

factor in a building, with domestic hot water second in residential buildings,  

3.1.1 Building Envelope 

Overall Building 

Ensuring buildings are air-tight, and well insulated is a critical factor to energy performance of buildings.  

This includes performance of wall, roof, floor, and crawlspace systems as well as around windows and 

doors, including bay doors in garage spaces. 

As part of Tudor & Cashel’s asset management planning, and condition assessments of their facilities, they 

are well informed of the construction and condition of their buildings.  As part of any repairs work, energy 

performance of the building systems will be a key priority.  Some buildings may be well suited to a retrofit, 

like the Weslemkoon garage, and others like the Municipal office are more complicated, however the 

greatest impact may be achieved at the office. 

Where the building envelope is well insulated and in good repair visually, air-sealing and controlled 

ventilation become priority.  In some cases, an air-sealing performance test can be done, but is difficult for 

larger and complex buildings.  However, air tightness of wall, roof, and floor systems is essential to proper 

building performance and is a key priority to manage.  Uncontrolled ventilation through building assemblies 

lead to moisture issues, including mold and corrosion, as well as greatly affects the heating and cooling 

loads, and effectiveness off HVAC systems. 

Service Spaces 

Crawlspaces and attic spaces, in all locations they exist should be carefully reviewed, as they are often an 

enormous hidden energy consumer, as well as affect indoor air quality.  Crawlspaces may be treated either 

as heated or unheated spaces, in a heated crawlspace, it must be sealed from the soil and mechanically 

ventilated to maintain a minimum of 15C.  An unheated crawlspace may leave the soil exposed; however, 

insulation and vapor barrier must be applied on the underside of the floor joists above and allow natural 

ventilation through.  Allowing exposed soil to mix with the building air, even from the relative dryness of a 

crawlspace, makes a building susceptible to a host of air quality issues, including radon gas and legionella 

bacteria.  By common design requirement, attic spaces need to be more well insulated than the walls 

underneath them, as well as tightly sealed.  Attic and roof cavities need to be well ventilated to let heat 

escape in the summer, that is collected by the building under the sun. 

3.1.2 Building Systems 

Heating, Ventilation, and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) 

In buildings where building envelope renovations are selected, the sizing of the heating and cooling loads 

may change significantly, and replacement of that equipment should be done either concurrently or after 
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the building renovation, depending on the scope determined.  Heat Pump technology is now the leading 

solution for new HVAC systems, as a single piece of equipment provides heating and cooling, with 

supplemental heat for draft barriers and extra cold snaps. 

Heat Pumps provide the best combination of efficiency, and reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, being 

combustion-less, however they do significantly increase the electrical load of the building, replacing fuel 

costs and loads.  Modern oil and gas burners are 85-95% efficient, and an electric baseboard or radiant 

heat is 100% efficient as all electricity put into it comes out as heat.  Heat Pumps defy the efficiency equation 

by moving more thermal energy from outside to inside than it takes electricity to power the 

pump/compressor.  They operate from a 7.0 down to 1.0 coefficient of performance (COP) (700%-100%), 

1.0 at the coldest temperatures when the supplemental heat is turned on. 

A ground-source heat pump, “geothermal”, uses constant earth temperatures to exchange heat, and pumps 

water/glycol for hundreds of feet to the heat sink, but operate at 4.0 – 7.0 COP, and are expensive to install.  

An air-source heat pump can be easily retrofit into a building, and is exactly like an outdoor condenser for 

an air conditioning unit, these units are easy to install, and cost considerably less, however, they operate 

at a 1.0 – 4.0 COP.  Tudor & Cashel currently does not have any heat pump technology on their facilities 

and will consider them as existing HVAC equipment is replaced at lifecycle, and concurrent with any building 

envelope projects. 

Plumbing 

Plumbing is an overall low energy factor in most buildings, however, hot water production, and circulation 

is not.  Point of Use and SpaceSaver water heaters use a lot less energy than large residential hot water 

tanks, designed for daily dishes, bathing, showering, and laundry kept in reserve.  These units produce hot 

water only when needed and are located near the point of use keeping hot water pipe runs short and 

reducing the need for insulation.  Where a hot water line is longer than 40m, a recirculating system is 

required, and often used for shorter runs for convenience, as it provides immediate hot water at every tap 

without the “cold wait”.  A well located SpaceSaver unit can provide immediate hot water for handwashing 

to several lavatories, or community kitchen. 

Plumbing and HVAC services in crawlspaces and attics need to be treated to their expected exposure, 

based on if it’s a heated or unheated space, which often means insulated, and ductwork sealed.  When a 

crawlspace is heated with forced air mixed with the building air, that space must be treated to an interior 

standard.  Tudor & Cashel will review insulation and sealing of services concurrent with building air 

tightness reviews outlined in Section 3.1.1.   

Lighting 

Tudor & Cashel Township is continuing its lighting replacement and upgrade program and will continue to 

do so on a per facility basis based on replacement cycle of existing fixtures.  T12 fluorescent lighting has 

mostly been replaced with T8 fluorescent lighting, and LED lighting has been installed in some locations.  

Most incandescent bulbs have been completely removed, except for the occasional rarely used Edison 

screw bulb in a service space or mechanical room.  Outdoor lighting remains a mixture of fixture styles, 

including some HPS. 

Several buildings have occupancy sensors, especially as required by accessibility requirements.  When a 

building makes a switch over the LED, a higher level of control and automation can be implemented for a 

reasonable cost over the energy savings of fluorescent systems.  Modern controls allow several features, 

depending on the facility, including full dimming, hue variation, daylight harvesting (auto-dimming when the 

sun is bright) and linking lighting occupancy sensors to security, some even have apps, as well as simple 

tactile controls.  All these features combine to create a more precise environment, which uses less energy 

by operation, as well as by fixture selection. 
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Renewable Energy 

Tudor & Cashel currently has no renewable energy projects, most buildings are not well suited by virtue of 

design, location, or another factor.  The Garages however do appear well suited for roof-top solar under a 

net-metering project.  Tudor & Cashel will evaluate the financial feasibility for net-metering at these facilities. 
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4 Closing 

Highland Technical sincerely appreciates the opportunity to provide this Energy Conservation and Demand 

management Plan for the Township of Tudor & Cashel.  We trust this report will support decision making 

with respect to which facilities will become a focus of retrofit, modernization, opening and closing of facilities, 

in conjunction with asset management, condition assessments, and detailed costing of energy retrofit 

projects.  We look forward to supporting Tudor & Cashel for years to come. 

Respectfully submitted by; 

Highland Technical 

 

Steven R. Thornton, P.Eng. 

Building and Site Services Engineer 

 


